
 The Musicians Club 
 ‘SPIN & WIN $20K’ 

 Entry 
 The promotion runs between 10am Monday 13th of 
 February 2023 until 7pm Saturday 29th April 2023. 

 Members who spend $10 in the club on Food, 
 Beverage or Meat Draw Tickets will receive 1 entry for 
 every $10 spent. 

 This promotion excludes entry via play on the Pokies, 
 KENO or TAB. 

 This promotion is not available to Musicians Club Staff 
 or Directors to enter. 

 Picking a Winner 
 Tickets will be added to the Promotions Barrel 
 throughout the promotion period. 

 On Friday 24th February 2023 after 7:30PM our 
 promotions official will spin the barrel and draw a 
 winning ticket and announce the winner via the clubs 
 internal PA system. This Winner will have the chance 
 to play Spin and Win for $2,500. We keep drawing 
 until $2,500 has been won. The Prize cannot exceed 
 $2,500 so the final spin will only award the remaining 
 amount of the prize pool. 

 On Friday 31st March 2023 after 7:30PM our 
 promotions official will spin the barrel and draw a 
 winning ticket and announce the winner via the clubs 
 internal PA system. This Winner will have the chance 
 to play Spin and Win for $2,500. We  keep drawing 
 until $2,500 has been won. The Prize cannot 
 exceed $2,500 so the final spin will only award the 
 remaining amount of the prize pool. 

 On Saturday 29th April 2023 after 7:00PM our 
 promotions official will spin the barrel and draw a 
 winning ticket and announce the winner via the clubs 
 internal PA system. This Winner will have the chance 
 to play Spin and Win for $15,000. We keep drawing 
 until $15,000 has been won. The Prize cannot exceed 
 $15,000 so the final spin will only award the remaining 
 amount of the prize pool. 

 The Winning member does NOT have to be present 
 in the club at the time of the draw to win. 

 How to Win a Prize 
 Once a winning member is found via barrel draw the 
 member drawn will be declared the winner of the 
 prize. 

 The Spin & Win game will be run via the BSG 
 Promotions system. Prizes on the wheel will vary from 
 $100 - $1000 for the two $2,500 draws and from 
 $1,000 - $5,000 for the $15K draw. Half of the prizes 
 will include a bonus spin. If a member lands on a 
 prize with a bonus spin they win the value of that prize 
 and an extra spin. Winners spin until they run out of 
 bonus spins and will be paid the total of their prize 
 value. 

 The total amount given away cannot exceed $15K so 
 the final spin will only be the remaining value of the 
 total prize pool remaining. 

 The Prize 

 The winners will be paid in Cash on the night where 
 their prize does not exceed $2,000. Any amount won 
 above $2,000 will be transferred to the winner via EFT 
 on the next business day. 

 MAXIMUM PRIZE VALUE: $20,000 

 The Musicians Club 
 The promotions official on behalf of the Broken Hill 
 Musicians Club reserves the right to the final decision 
 should any dispute arise from misinterpreted terms 
 and Conditions or any abuse or foul play. The 
 promotion is to be run in good faith and fairness for all 
 members and the Broken Hill Musicians Club. 
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